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system by recursive checks, which locates lacks and misproductions into the production

an evident delay in technology and management techniques adoption. As an answer to
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industrial sector.

to manage Building processes, with

into an environment-mirror modelled
by autonomous intelligent entities

time.

produced by these real construction
process, in virtual-digital environment

as a parallel path with respect to the
social and cultural debate related to
architecture, but it is necessary that the

the connection with new tools that,
construction sector. These are the

Francesca or in the implementation
knowledge directly on site, or wearable
workers about risky areas or activity
technological tools, it is necessary to
adapt tools, methodologies, knowledge

tool opens the way to a better humanmachine interaction, capable to grow up

otherwise, risks losing the opportunity

building design in our digital era that,

same development requires a constant

construction that, traditionally, is heavy
conditioned by traditional approaches.

positions and become, in a short time,
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From the very beginning, the Building
construction phases, it can connect the
competence, store their methods and
environment,

necessary

to

control

equip, in an ever more democratic way,

planning phase.
These tools have gradually evolved,
depending on the available computing

knowledge domain.
So, their contents and concepts are
not integrated with each other, despite

to manage geometries and data in

towards the Facility Management,
were the cybernetic connection among
building object and management tools,
that the solutions designed give to the

knowledge in interconnected holistic
environments, such as happens in the

materials and interventions needed
approach, these are not adequately
used in an integrated design vision

opportunities provided by the digital
the outset, with all the limitations and

and knowledge, human intelligence is
is not totally connected with tools or
the related digital environment, but in

having predictive tools with respect to

these systems.
process management.
we can say that the results have been, at
least, encouraging.

way.
cannot miss the opportunity given by the

- dominated by uncertainty - these
possibilities open up unprecedented
scenarios, with regard to the possibility

show several shortcomings, such as

continuing to work according to the logic

assets.

case. These adaptation processes,
according to various categories - both
operational and logical - that have been

Taylorist school, the typical reasoning

established the relative boundary
conditions, the prevailing behaviours
arise.

and his ability to address a strategic

approach is based on the critical

respect to the results to be achieved.
these two approaches have been
declined according to the methodologies
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second one instead, is pulled according
to the conditions and the adjustments

process can be adapted to the dynamic

project systematically becomes a race
to the unknown.
approach to project management
allows not only a change in the operating
architectural implementation process,

based production was applied through

respect to the project requirements, and
arrive at the best possible solution in a
is only the ideal conditions assumed

variables given by the real world which,
the construction site, become decisive
used in previous processes and, above
all, their relationships. This condition,
in these years, seems more and more

areas and resources and, in a broader
sense, misproductions. These are the

Building Design Process
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networks overshadowed the problem
going beyond the current potential
through collaboration, understood

actors, aiming at the mutual increase
in governing design problems, and the
possibility to interact with simulative

project.

design solutions and the construction
possibilities, in a continuous evolution
and objects in general such as Building
in digital simulation, with which it
their consequences, it is possible to

interoperability are achieving important
results, as described by Daniotti et

that have to be still implemented to

Rome Convention Center.

like variations in progress, with the
known repercussions both in terms
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needs. To reach this achievement an
Agent-based simulation model that
summary, this simulation environment
sense the needs and the resources
and, via recursive simulation, predict

about design methodologies is moving
be achieved and, in relation to these, set
in which, by applying their inner systems
be interconnected with the physical
balance. This process happen hundreds
instance, are installed in site to gather

so on. Furthermore, designers have the
connected to the real environment
to the proactive one (Fioravanti et al.,
connected to the real environment, then
This means that a modeling tool does
not merely act basing on designer
instructions but providing him in advance
choices that have a high probability to

real object, materialising the digital
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turn according to the tasks and the
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This research is included in a broader

achieve.
rules aimed at achieving an objective
without direct human control. This
autonomy can be declined according

co-creation

involved in processes. This became
behaviours, purely reactive with respect

between

humans

and

in the way in which this intelligent digital

•

able

to

optimize

the

project-inconsistencies,

and more reliable to make, in earlier
project phases, accurate assessments

project

and

Agent modelling, we have not yet

or reducing the redundant solution
respect to his environment, which can
be more or less accurate, depending

or more objectives that an agent would

in which Agent tries to intervene on the
current state, both within his system
and in the environment in which he is
immersed.
Agents in this case represent the
elements edited in the model, and the

architectural spaces by users in

•

•

able to optimize the construction
management

operating teams, one must still rely on

approach, in a construction site
planned with the Location-based

evaluations that are simply based on

Although such a simulative system
able to minimize
building use, warranting the service
provided by the building, thanks to
subjective knowledge base, which is
space occupation given by digital
construction

site

development

gathering in the construction process,
using advanced techniques like Big
Data.
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